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PRICKLY HEAT 
MILIARIA RUBRA. LICHEN TROPICUS 

SURELY never has any disease been so aptly named? To those who have 
never e:s:perienced it the common, everyday layman's name is perhaps art 
anomaly and may seem a somewhat exaggerated desc'ription of a minor tropical 
complaint which matters little and which the strong minded can ignore. 

To those who have experienced it the common name gives a terse and vivid 
description of this annoying, irritating and sometimes' even crippling cond~tiolI. 

To the inexperienced the first onset of the condition is somewhat startling 
in that apparently without rhyme or reason and certainly without warning the 
affected parts-small of the back, inner surfaces of the forearms resting on the 
smooth-topped desk, the thighs and buttocks, the neck confined by an unneces~ 
sary stylish collar-start to tingle and prick almost as though attacked by 
crawling, biting insects. The experienced readily take the warning andcom
mence precautions and treatment which their experience or perhaps even local 
popular tradition lays down emphatically as being a ~ure preventative or cure. , 
Unfortunately these often fail. 

The inexperienced may well aggravate their condition by violent scratching 
leading to disruption and

l 
infection of the' skin and its sweat and sebaceous 

glands with subsequently a yet more irritating and even c;rippling of chronic 
infection-fungoid, staphylococcal and even streptococcal. Even if this 
scratching reflex is valiantly resisted, considerable damage may be' done by 
patent antiseptic soaps, ointments and specially recommended powders. 

An official descriptlon of the condition is not without humour except to 
those affected. It'is described as an acute form of heat rash associated with 
excessIve sweating in hot, humid climates. And the hardy individual who' 
boasts that he likes the hot, weather and plenty of violent exercise is somewhat 
taken aback when a violent prickling accompanies that e~ercise~ The official 
language is that it particularly affects Europeans of obese diathesis. The italics 
are ours. 

Who will readily admit to "an obese diathesis?" 
The textbook wording is : 

"Probably it results from a mechanical blockage of the ducts of the sweat glands 
WIth keratin or sodden inadequately cornified cells of the stratum corneum. Bacteria 
;;tnd yeast-like fungi have been incriminated, but they are merely only secondary 
invaders. According to O'Bl;ien, sebaceous deficiency causes physical changes and 
closure in the keratin ring surrounding the sweat duct; occlusion follows, and rupture 
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of the sweat duct and the fOi'mation of miliarial vesicles en~me; each sweat gland 
involved is said to remain obstructed for s~me time after the acute attack has sub-
sided." . 

The condition "rapidly disappears on leaving the tropics by aeroplane or in 
cool weather," and popular tradition lays down that the correct treatment is 
"to stand naked in the rain" ... when it rains! ! 

Such comforting advice, isn't it? to those who know that they have been 
posted for the whole hot weather in a really hot, humid climate and it won't 
rain for another two months. 

Actually to stand, naked or even partially clothed, in the rain is refreshing 
indeed; but the alleviation is brief and. the following damp black night under 
a mosquito net without a fan may readily bring on another attack of the prickles 
with its consequent loss of sleep. , 

Although we may not readily admit to an obese diathesis it is interesting 
to note that, much more readily admitted characteristics-the fair .skinned, 
ruddy complexioned, the blue-eyed fair or red-haired type, appear to suffer most 
easily and quickly from this condition; but even many of these may well remain 
immune provided they have no tendency to obesity. 

To those who are inexperienced and about to visit the tropics' for the first 
time an official description may well be of practical use in guiding, subsequent 
diagnosis, precautions and treatment: 

"The eruption consists of small glistening, superficial vesicles with a well-marked 
red areola and inflamed red papules which feel like grains of sand; it may involve 
the trunk, limbs, forehead and almost any part of the body. The pricking burning 
sensation and great itching may be'sufficient to prevent. &leep and secondary bacterial 
infection may result from scratching. O'Brien records that repeated attacks of prickly 
heat may lead to extensive sweat-gland destruction and tropical anhydrotic asthenia." 

So there it is. When you', 0 Reader, have it you will know what you have 
got. You may p,ossibly prevent a recurrence or even achieve a cure . 

. For prevention the methods are often common sense guided by a knowledge 
of tbe causes and mechanism of the condition which have been described 
above. 

For cures there are many claimants. A quiet talk in the "bar" or in the 
"ladies' lounge" will, after the third gin and tonic, often extract confidentially 
a most potent favourite secret remedy for the condition. 

To those who prefer more official guidance \ the following methods of pre
vention and cure may well be of use and comfort, mentally and possibly even 
physically. .' 

"Previous sun-tan, loose clothing and working and/or sleeping in air-conditioned 
rooms or in the open air reduce the liability to prickly heat. OnJy light clothing. 
should be worn and when possible it should be changed twice daily. Soap shou[d be 
used with moderation when washing." 

A word of warning to the neW!2omer on this subjec,t of sunctan, particularly 
to those of the alleged weaker sex. Acquire the sun-tan gradually and do not, 
immediately on arrival in tropical or subtropical climates, lie naked (0J: nearly 
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so) glistening with salt water from your swim in the full sun. The resultant 
burns may be extremely unpleasantahd severe. We have seen cases in which 
individuals were on the S.L and even the D.L list for days after severe sun
burn of the whole back. 

Sun-tan from a bottle gives little protection or prevention we are given to 
understand. 

Furthermore: 

"After a tepid bath the application of corrosive sublimatesolution (I/ 1.000) con
taining eau-de-cologne is helpful. Alternatively, the following lotion is useful: 
Rjacid-salicyl. gr. xxx; hyd. perchlor. gr. ii; sp. Vini 'recto .'5 ii; Aq. dist. ad .'5 vi. 
Subsequently a dusting powder,such as zinc oxide,. boracic acid and starch in equal 
parts, or boracic acid and menthol aff{)rds some symptomatic relief. In chronic cases, 
O'Brien advises desquamation of the 'stratum corneum by daily applications of 10 per 
cent salicylic acid in 90 per cent alcohol for two t'0 three days, followed by inunctiollb 
of lanoline twice daily, and· later once weekly to restore the lipoid deficiency." 

May we emphasize for the beginner some of the points given above. 
Excessive bathing or washing appears to have effect in proportion to the 
amount of soap or/and hot water used, i.e. the factors which cause loss ,of 
sebaceous secretions and damCl.ge to the sweat-gland openings. E~en in a large 
group of Sikhs, Gurkhas and Northern Indian troops we have seen massive 
prickly heat due to these very causes. Soap should certainly be used in 
moder.ation and with restrictions (see below) because of the tendency to remove 
the natural fats and desquamate the sk~n. 

Finally to those who are prepared to try anything new once, even though 
they are not prepared to be convinced, here are some hints which have often 
proved successful for young and old over many years' experience. The young 
are particularly mentioned because the very young of the perambulator or 
post-perambulator stage are so often seen buried in a perpetual turkish bath 
at the bottom of .a pram or cot howling from the thirst induced by profuse 
sweating and the priskles of the heat rash from that sweating instead of being 

_ allowed, as tliey should be, to lie naked and free to air circulation on the floor 
or bed. 

Tepid or cold baths should be brief and quick. If the prickly heat has 
started, or even before this, use. a weak mercuric or mildly disinfectant soap. 
Neko proved a good brand to use, but there are others equally efficacious. Lather 
freely and quickly over the affected or susceptible parts and allow the lather to 
stay.on for two minutes (under a fan if you have one) but certainly not tor more 
than five minutes. Wash off and dry the body with quick light frictioh of a 
rough towel, standing under a fan or in a draught (no! so easy to find sometim~s 
in still breathless pre-monsoon days). 

Clothing should be light, not tight. and, if practicable, changed when 
sodden or twice daily. For those who are permanently chair-borne at an 
,office desk an open cane bottomed chair and a double sheet of blotting paper 
under the forearm on the desk are reasonable measures of prevention. . 

-For prevention and treatment the following powder has proved effective 
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for many years. Dust it freely over the whole body or on the affected parts 
onCe or possibly twice daily (not more). 

R/Zinc oxide "1 
Powdered talc r equal parts~ 
Powdered camphor j 
Flowers of sulphur. may usefully be ad;.k'd as a fourth constituent. 

NOTE.-The camphor must be powdered. This is difficult and the dispenser 
may not like it. Granulated camphor should not be accepted. To prevent 
loss of the camphor component the mixed powder should be kept in tight
closing receptacles. . If properly made and so kept it will last for months. 
So a half or one pound may well be ordered at one time. 

Avoid boracic powders ,and starch even though the mild acidity obtained 
is said to be beneficial.' Our experience is that boric always cakes, and makes 
a sticky and irritating mess; while for starch we see no justification whatsoever. 

The powder detailed above stimulates and soothes the skin, keeps it dry 
and non-adhesive and cures the sores. The sulphur flowers have apparently 
an additional use in this respect. 

Of course, to those about to visit the uopics who are really anxious to 
avoid acquiring prickly heat and who are in a position to carry out the advice 
there is one certain method of prevention. It is similar to the. advic~ offered 
by "Mr. Punch" to those about to be married: Don't. ' 

But to those who must serve and work in the tropics it is hoped that the 
methods given above in its prevention and. cure may alleviate their sufferings 
from prickly heat. 

The bulk of the quotations in this d~ssertation wertf taken from and grateful thanks 
are offered to: HA Text-book of the Practice of Medicine," by Frederick W. Price, in the 
chapter by Sir Neil Hamilto~ Fairley. These extracts w'ere supp'lied by Colonel A. N. T. 
Meneces, C.B.E., D.S.O. 

DEAR MR. EDITOR, 

• 

Travel and History 

HEADQUARTERS, 
. WESTERN COMMAND,

CHESTER. 

I was showq the other day an interesting letter written by an· officer .of 
the Royal Horse Artillery to his mother from the Crimea. . 

The letter has both medical ,and military interest and it is notable how 
occurrences such as loss of kit, lack of books and so on were recorded from . the 
Crimea about a hundred years ago just as they were in home correspondence 
duri?g the r~cent Hitler war. 
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